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Abstract
In this work, an in-house test bench is introduced and first fundamental studies on auto-ignition delay
are performed. Turbulent hot gas from fuel-lean combustion is redirected into a test section. Then, pure
gaseous CH4 at ambient pressure and temperature is injected perpendicularly to the turbulent hot flow
from a jet nozzle integrated into a test plate. After the mixing of the flows and reaching stoichiometric
conditions, ignition occurs. The ignition delay location is determined at different momentum ratios,
which is a characteristic number for non-planar cooling films. To detect the chemical reaction, the
chemiluminescence of hydroxyl radicals (OH) for the region of interest is recorded. OH is an
intermediate product of the chemical reaction, therefore its concentration is used as an indicator for the
start of the reaction (ignition delay). To calculate the initial conditions and model the test bench we use
Cantera [1].
Introduction
To achieve high thrust and efficiency, today’s gas turbines and rocket chambers are operated at
temperatures above the thermal resistance of common metals and alloys. Therefore, cooling of thermally
stressed components is a non-negligible key element and state of the art. One of the most efficient
cooling methods is film cooling. Here, cooling gas is injected to isolate and protect the surface from the
main stream of the combustion chamber. But in fuel-rich operation of the combustion chambers or due
to imperfect injection of fuel, the exhaust main flow contains residual unburnt fuel. The interaction
between the hot main flow and the oxygen-rich cooling gas locally leads to stoichiometric conditions.
With temperatures above the auto-ignition point of the fuels, chemical reactions may occur. Studies
about such auto-ignition phenomena in oxygen-rich cooling films stabilized by fuel-rich hot gas are
scarce in literature. Evans [2] was one of the first to visualize and investigate secondary combustion
experimentally. He used a premixed well-stirred reactor (WSR) to produce the fuel-rich hot gas
(propane) as main stream and redirected it to a mounted test section. Then, cold air was injected through
different geometries into the main flow. Secondary reaction appeared between the two streams and a
stable inverse diffusion flame was observed, which led to higher thermal loads to the wall. Later Blunck
et al. [3] analyzed the flame structure of the same test rig based on chemiluminescence recordings. They
confirmed that the blowing ratio affects the ignition location only slightly due to the change in
penetration by the cooling gas. The ignition location as stated by Blunck is:
=

(1)

where Ucf is the main flow (cross-flow) velocity and τ the ignition delay time. The latter depends on
temperature, pressure and chemistry, but not on the blowing ratio. Furthermore, flame instabilities
resulted from turbulence of the main flow and from the tendency of inverse diffusion flames to be less
stable than normal diffusion flames. OH-Planar laser induced fluorescence (OH-PLIF) results of fan
shaped and normal jet cooling holes from Kostka et al. [4] showed flames anchored to the jet holes for
normal injection, while for fan shaped holes reactions appeared downstream. In addition, peak OH
intensity for normal holes is around a factor of two higher than for fan shaped hole. The enhanced
reaction results from higher momentum of the normal jet perpendicular to the cross flow and better
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mixing of the streams compared to the fan shaped case. Additionally, investigation of Richardson et al.
[5] confirmed that cooling air separating from the wall lead to increased chemical reactions in normal
direction, while attached films expand parallel to the wall. Results of CO-PLIF measurements indicate
that CO is the driving component for secondary reactions to occur.
Other experimental literature of secondary reaction is hardly to find. Motivated by the need of more
experimental data of this type of reactions and for validation purposes for in-house CFD codes, a new
test bench is developed. First studies of fuel-lean cross-flow and cold methane (CH4) injection in normal
direction is presented based on chemiluminescence images. The aims of this current set up is twofold:
1) Auto-ignition of methane in exhaust gas with oxygen fractions lower than air
2) Generating a stable secondary reaction zone and determining its position
Firstly, studies in literature specify the auto-ignition temperature range of methane. However, often the
flow condition is unknown and the main flow is air. But the auto-ignition length depends amongst others
on oxidizer availability and flow condition. In addition, alternative fuels such as hydrogen or propane
can also be tested. Secondly, OH chemiluminescene images help to determine the fluctuation of the
reaction zone. As stated before, the stability of the reaction zone depends on the cross-flow condition
which we need to check for a new test bench. However, concluding from Blunck et al. [3] normal
diffusion flames are more stable which should be beneficial for the current investigation. Further,
determining the reaction position is necessary before performing measurements such as PLIF.
Test bench and data acquisition
A new experimental setup is designed for reactive film cooling investigation. First part of the test bench
is a purpose-designed reactor (burner) to generate hot exhaust gas as main stream. The burner is fed with
fuel and oxidizer mixing inside the lower part of the burner, shown in Figure 1. The combustion chamber
is equipped with temperature-resistant ceramics to improve the mixing of the reactants and has an
effective volume of 2.47 l. Once ignited by a starter electrode, a steady reaction generates hot gas which
enters the upper part separated by a flashback arrester. Then, the hot gas exits the burner from a cross
section of around 50 mm x 50 mm.

Figure 1. Sectional view of the burner interior
The second part is the test section mounted on top of the burner and connected to the exit, shown in
Figure 2. The test section of the rig (50 mm x 50 mm) consists of a ceramic plate of 300 mm length and
fused silica plates forming a rectangular duct providing optical access to the reaction zone. For the
current chemiluminescence investigation only one side of the duct is equipped with quartz glass, steel
plates cover the other two sides of the channel. A nozzle of 1.1 mm diameter is integrated into the
ceramic plate 62.5 mm downstream the duct inlet and perpendicular to the main stream.
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CH4 and air are used as fuel and oxidizer for the burner. A considerable amount of fuel is necessary
during the long operating times of the burner to reach high constant temperatures. Hence, 4 bottles (each
50 l, 200 bar) of CH4 are interconnected and ensure an uninterrupted supply of fuel. The air is supplied
by a reservoir fed by an in-house high-pressure compressor. Once desired exhaust gas conditions are
achieved, pure CH4 (cooling gas) at room temperature is injected through the nozzle. All the flows are
regulated with Bronkhorst mass flow meters (burner CH4: F-113AC-1M0-RGD-44-V 300 l/min max.;
burner air: F-203AV-1M0-RGD-44-V 1200 l/min max.; cooling/nozzle CH4: F-201AC-RAA-33-V 15
l/min max.) with the provider’s control software.

Figure 2. Test section and its sectional view. Dimensions in mm
Thermocouples (TC) of type-K are implemented in each gas supply line to measure the initial
temperatures. A sheathed TC type-B is integrated inside the burner for monitoring the operation.
Another TC type-K is installed inside the injection nozzle 10 mm before the cooling gas exits the
ceramic plate. One more TC is necessary to measure the exhaust gas temperature before the interaction
with the cooling gas. Therefore, a TC type-K of 1 mm diameter is located in the center of the inlet cross
section, 2.5 mm downstream the ceramic plate. TC data acquisition was performed using a National
Instruments cRio (9045) with a TC module and built-in calibration curves were applied to convert
thermoelectric voltage into temperature.
Chemiluminescence images were recorded using a Princeton Instruments PI-MAX2 GEN ICCD
camera. The camera was operated at 5 Hz, with an image resolution of 629 pixel x 1024 pixel and a
magnification of 0.074 mm/pxl. The Nikon UV-Nikkor, 105 mm f/4.5, intensifier was set to maximum
level and the aperture was fully open. From previous experiments, an exposure time of 500 µs showed
satisfying results at even low reaction rates. To reduce thermal emission and other reflection sources, a
Chroma band-pass filter centered at 330 nm with a bandwidth of 40 nm was mounted in front of the
lens. The filter provided a transmission of 55-60% of OH-emission in the relevant range from 308 nm
to 314 nm. For each test condition, 200 single images were recorded, along with 50 pre- and 50 posttest background images where the nozzle injection was turned off. The amount of pictures is comparable
to literature [3].
Test conditions and post-processing
The investigation requires a high temperature and lean operation of the burner for oxygen-rich exhaust
gas. The residual oxygen serves as oxidizer for the secondary reaction when cold CH4 is injected through
the nozzle and high temperatures are required for its auto-ignition. The global lean reaction for the CH4
and air of the burner is given in Eq.(2).
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where the air-fuel equivalence ratio is λ >1). We operated the burner at λ = 1.6 which is a reasonable
compromise between thermal condition (Tad ≈ 1700 K) and oxygen content of the main stream. Further,
the maximum temperature is limited to avoid damages to the burner.
For describing the interaction between main flow and cooling gas, different parameters exist, such
as velocity ratio, blowing ratio and momentum ratio [6]. The injected cold CH4 from the nozzle is a
three-dimensional jet penetrating the main stream and separates from the wall [7]. Therefore, we use the
momentum ratio defined as:
=

(3)

where ρ is the density, U the velocity, and the subscripts c and h indicate the cooling gas and the hot
main stream, respectively. During a test series, the main flow condition is kept constant, while the
cooling gas velocity is increased to characterize the penetration depth, resulting in higher momentum
ratio.
The TC at the inlet of the duct is exposed to temperatures above 1273 K, where heat loss due to
radiation of its surface cannot be neglected. To account for the thermal loss and disregarding the
emissivity of the surroundings, the convection-radiation energy balance for the TC can be expressed as
follows [8]:
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Since TTC is measured directly, Eq.(4) can be rearranged for Th:
" =
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where T∞ is the temperature of the surfaces emitting to the TC and assumed to be 300 K. σ is the StefanBoltzmann constant and ε is the emissivity of the TC. ε depends on parameters such as surface
characteristics, oxidation etc. and experimental data are scarcely available for high temperature
conditions. But at the same time, it has an enormous influence on the final corrected result. In literature
[9] ε is specified as ~0.9 (80 % Nickel, 20 % Chromium) at temperatures of 1273 K and 0.79 for nonoxidized Nichrome wire [10]. Therefore, we take ε = 0.8 as recommended in [8]. Finally, h is the heat
transfer coefficient calculated from the Nusselt correlation for spherical geometries as [11]:
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Re is the Reynolds number, Pr the Prandtl number and the subscript d indicates the diameter of the TC.
Eq.(5) is solved iteratively, because the material properties are evaluated at the average temperature of
TTC and Th.
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In the current investigation, only volume flows are adjusted and temperatures are measured, other
parameters such as flow and fluid properties have to be calculated. Hence, we perform equilibrium
calculations with zero-dimensional reactors using Cantera [1]. Here, the burner is modelled as a nonreactive reactor to mix fuel and air, connected to a well-stirred reactor (WSR) and followed by a plugflow reactor (PFR). The measured TC temperature is the input for the PFR and the heat loss due to
radiation is corrected during the PFR process iteratively. Table 1 summarises the test conditions. The
inlet TC temperature is corrected for radiation losses. The Reynolds number is based on the hydraulic
diameter of the burner and Uh is the average main stream velocity without boundary layer effects. Both
are averaged over the three momentum ratios for constant CH4. We increased the cooling gas flow
gradually resulting in different momentum ratios. Further, the molar composition of the exhaust gas is
almost constant for the main components due to constant λ and similar temperatures. From Cantera we
get molar fractions of xO2 = 7.4 %, xN2 = 74 %, xCO2 = 6.2 %, xH2O = 12.3 %, xOH = 1e-2 to 2.3e-2 %.
Compared to air, the fraction of oxygen is three times less.
Table 1. Experimental conditions
Burner CH4
in l/min
30
35
40
45

TTC in K

Average Red,h

Average Uh in m/s

I

1537 ; 1549 ; 1559
1577 ; 1581 ; 1590
1599 ; 1611 ; 1618
1648 ; 1653 ; 1654 ; 1654

3603
4145
4685
5173

18
21
25
28

3.8 ; 14.8 ; 32.7
3.8 ; 15.1 ; 33.5
4.01 ; 16.01 ; 35.7
3.9 ; 15.3 ; 34.5 ; 61

Before evaluating the camera images some basic post-processing was necessary. First, applying
Matlab’s ‘imnlmfilt’, a non-local means-based filter [12], to each experiment image helped to reduce
the noise. Then, a simple averaging of the background images was performed, in order to subtract the
background from the experimental images. Later, the processed experimental images were averaged.
Results and discussion
Figure 1 illustrates the setup during an experiment with a high volume rate of cold CH4. Hot gas of the
burner enters from the bottom cross-section and cold CH4 is injected perpendicular inside the test
section. After an ignition delay length (IDL), where mixing of CH4 and hot gas takes place, a bright
reaction zone occurs and broadens downstream. Due to the high amount of CH4 the reaction extends to
some distance after the test section exit. The reaction zone inside the test section is subject of
investigation and characterization based on chemiluminescence images.

Figure 3. Experimental setup
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Figure 4 shows 9 single images recorded successively and one averaged (left) over 200 images. The
main flow condition is constant and all images are at the same intensity level for a better comparability.
The main flow enters from bottom and the injection of the cooling gas is located in (0,0), see scale on
the left bottom corner in Figure 4. Higher momentum ratios I clearly lead to enhanced reactions, as seen
from the intensities. The intensity maxima increase and the reaction zone expands. According to the
single images, the diffusion flame stays at an almost constant at horizontal and vertical position. The
standard deviation of the vertical position is 6.5 % to 11 % of the mean vertical location. The calculation
is based on the location where the intensity increases by 50 % of the maximum. The fluctuations are
lowest for the highest momentum ratio and for the highest main flow velocity. Increasing the momentum
ratio stabilizes the jet and the secondary combustion. Also, increasing the burner output results in higher
main flow temperatures (Table 1) but also in a more homogeneous flow. In comparison, Blunck [3]
reported standard deviation of the flame tip location from 25 % to 35 % of inverse diffusion flames and
angled slot injection. However, the definition of the flame tip or flame front is not specified. Due to the
small fluctuations, the number of images for averaging is adequate.

Figure 4. Averaged and single images of OH chemiluminescence for Uh=28 m/s
Figure 5 shows the horizontal position of maximum OH chemiluminescence plotted over the
vertical distance for the averaged images. Increasing the momentum ratio causes the wall distance to
increase by approximately 100 % from I = 3.9 to I = 61. For constant momentum ratios, higher separation
downstream the injection nozzle is also observed.
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Figure 5. OH intensity peaks of wall distance vs. vertical downstream position for Uh = 28 m/s
A possibility to compare the average images of different main flow conditions quantitatively is
demonstrated in Figure 6. Adding together all pixel intensities over the horizontal and the vertical axis
yields the intensity distribution curves on the top and on the left of each image in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Intensity curves for different momentum ratios for Uh = 28 m/s and definition of wall
distance (WD), reaction zone size (RZS) and ignition delay length (IDL) on right
Now, different methods can be applied to determine the flame front, such as intensity rise of an
arbitrarily defined limit. For this intercomparison study we decided for the location of the inflexion point
of the intensity curves. Therefore, the intensity distribution was approximated by a polynomial fitting
function using Matlab. Then, the location of the inflexion point of the right curve is defined as the IDL,
the location of the first inflexion point of the top curve is the wall distance (WD), while the distance to
the next inflexion point on this curve is considered as the reaction zone size (RZS). This definition is
only valid for the current investigation, because the measurement is not based on quantitative OH
emission. The inflexion points as well as the location of intensity maxima depend on the momentum
ratio. Furthermore, an ignition delay length is observed for the diffusion flames compared to Kostka et
al. [4] where anchored inverse diffusion flames occurred for normal injection. However, they used
propane as fuel, whereas we use methane. Propane has a lower auto ignition temperature and lower
flammability limit than methane. Figure 7 summarises the results for all test cases from Table 1. The
IDL for the main flow velocities from 18 m/s to 25 m/s are similar. But the deviation of the IDL at 28
m/s amounts to approximately 10 % to 16 %. This can be a consequence of the main flow temperature
and more stable main flow condition. The WD shows the highest variation at the lowest momentum
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ratio because by increasing momentum ratio the flame reaction zone stabilizes. On the other hand, the
spreading in RZS is constant over the momentum ratio.

Figure 7. IDL, WD and RZS plotted against I
The single images as well as the quantifications based on IDL, WD and RZS reflect the
comparability of the different test conditions. Furthermore, fluid-mechanical phenomena such as wall
separation due to high momentum flux and reactive flows are observed and visualized.
Summary and conclusion
A new test bench is designed for reactive film cooling investigation. Oxygen-rich exhaust gas was
generated from the lean combustion of methane. The hot gas was introduced to a test section where cold
methane was injected through a nozzle perpendicularly. After the mixing of cold and hot gas secondary
ignition was observed. The test section was equipped with fused silica that enabled optical access to the
reaction zone. OH-chemiluminescence was recorded at 5 Hz using an ICCD and a optical filter. The
images helped to determine reaction parameters optically. Thermocouple data were radiation-convection
corrected and unknown flow parameters were calculated with Cantera.
The investigation showed that a mixture of methane and hot exhaust gas leads to auto-ignition. Here,
main flow velocities up to 28 m/s and momentum ratios from 3.8 to 61 were tested. OHchemiluminescence of the reaction zone region was recorded successfully. The single images showed
minor fluctuations and a stable reaction zone (11 % standard variation of vertical position), consequently
200 images were sufficient for averaging. Then, the intensities were summed up in vertical and
horizontal direction to determine ignition delay length, wall distance and the size of the reaction zone
based on the inflexion point. Increasing the momentum ratio, led to an enhanced reaction zone and
increased the wall separation of the reaction zone due to high momentum flux. In contrast to
experimental data from Kostka et al. [4], where propane was tested, the secondary reaction from normal
injection of methane showed an ignition delay length instead of an anchored flame to the nozzle. The
results for constant momentum ratio and varied main flow velocity were in good agreement (maximum
deviation of 16 %). Despite the fact that the ignition location is independent of the blowing ratio and
momentum ratio, we observed a reduction of the reaction length with increasing momentum ratio.
Future work
The aims of future investigations are the implementation of different geometries, measuring the wall
heat flux resulting from the reaction zone and applying OH-PLIF. The test bench is designed in a
modular manner. The test section can be modified or replaced completely. In future experiments a water
cooled flat plate will be installed for defined thermal boundary conditions. Furthermore, since the wall
heat flux is a parameter of interest, it needs to be determined for thermal analysis and for our in-house
CFD codes. In addition, OH-PLIF will be applied for quantitative optical measurements of the reaction
zone. Using our laser systems we can perform qualitative OH measurements as well as temperature
measurements based on two or multi line excitation.
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